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Can I get a witness?

➔ Depthless writing?

➔ Dissertation-sized topics?

➔ Violently misconstrued research?

➔ Web-heavy citations?



Library-side:

➔ “I already wrote my paper, I just need to 
back it up with some sources”

➔ “I need sources that are pro/con ____”

➔ “I need three ‘scholarly articles’ on ____”
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the “three peer-reviewed 
articles” assignment

=shorthand



Outline
➔ Compare

Differences in professional practices of 
teaching IL

➔ Identify

Underlying assumptions and capitalize 
for change

➔ Equip
Leave with tools for starting 
conversations



The Standards
THE INFORMATION LITERATE STUDENT

● determines the nature and extent of the information needed

● accesses needed information effectively and efficiently.

● evaluates information and its sources critically and incorporates selected information into his or her 
knowledge base and value system

● uses information effectively to accomplish a specific purpose

● understands many of the economic, legal, and social issues surrounding the use of information and 
accesses and uses information ethically and legally.
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The Framework
Authority Is Constructed and Contextual

Information Creation as a Process

Information Has Value

Research as Inquiry

Scholarship as Conversation

Searching as Strategic Exploration

metaliteracy

and

metacognition



metaliteracy effectively 
participate in web-based 
communities (Mackey & Jacobson, 2011).

metacognition awareness of 
one’s thought processes 
(Livingston, 1997).
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threshold concepts 
(Meyer & Land)



Research as Inquiry

“Research is iterative and depends upon 
asking increasingly complex or new 
questions whose answers in turn develop 
additional questions or lines of inquiry in 
any field”



● Knowledge practices

● Dispositions

● demonstrations of ways in 
which learners can increase 
their understanding 

● attitudes, values toward 
information



Consider a research 
assignment. 

What might a student 
need to know about the 
information in your field 
before delving into 
research?



Model the cognitive process of research 
through think-aloud protocols

Host in-class activities for refining a topic 
based on the literature

Construe research as a conversation 

Facilitate class discussions on evaluating a 
search 

Ask your librarian to:



encore.

Convo 
starters for 
library 
instruction

Student 
writing 
woes 

IL

+

Edu psych



thanks.
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